Five failures physicians make when borrowing money
There is no question that you must be exceptionally bright and
determined to graduate from medical school and build a
successful medical practice. None-the-less, few doctor’s curricula
ever teach the intricacies involved in solving the financing maze of
running your practice.
GPA put together this summary to help guide you along the most
efficient and effective path to acquiring the resources you need to
achieve your financial goals.
Traditionally, the physician’s challenge is not in qualifying for the loan, but rather in concluding
the transaction whereby they have received:
 comprehensive analysis, complete with implementation plan identifying all action items
 highest and best funding to fulfill their plan of action
 benefit of all appropriate funding options
 outstanding service from professionals who encourage growth and are fully accountable to
their clients
 sustainable collateral agreements and working budgets to assure success of their healthcare
financial plan
 not overly collateralized, which could potentially limit their future financial growth
opportunities
Additionally, since 2009, with changes in payer systems, new technology and the scramble for
hospital systems to expand their reach, the small to medium size independent medical
practices have suffered greatly. The following five points summarize the key financial points
healthcare providers need to know.
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1. Failure to know the market
Many believe that the biggest error physicians make when
borrowing money is to not “shop for a banker.” However, we
believe that the real mistake is going directly to a banker at all. By
utilizing a healthcare lending professional like GPA, we not only
shop multiple banks for you, but also have other lending options
that may work out much better for you. Please keep in mind that,
in the same way your CPA has a fiduciary relationship with you
(their client), we would also have a fiduciary responsibility to you.
Borrowers are not clients of banks, they are customers. The banker has the fiduciary relationship
with the bank, his employer. Therefore, the banker represents the bank and does what is best
for the bank, whereas our fiduciary responsibility is to you
The overall financial market comprises numerous banks, non-bank lending companies, private
equity sources and other financial intermediaries. Therefore, it is the job of your lending
professional to know all avenues available for borrowing so they can best represent you, the
client. You will be well served to seek help from a financial professional who represents your
interests, has the resources and knows the intricacies of the financial arena.

2. Failure to know the financial needs of the medical practice
Preparing a “real time” budget that is sufficiently flexible and
variable is key. This should provide for increases/decreases in:
 patient population
 payer reimbursements
 regulatory changes
Although your accountant’s job is to provide historical operating
figures, you must prepare an anticipatory cash flow statement, or
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a working pro forma. Your financial professional will prepare this as he works with you and you
have the input of your office stakeholder. This will assure that you have the operational funds
to cover your operational expenses. Many physicians come to us for working capital loans to
cover the operating deficiency – this is simply the wrong thing to do. Any money borrowed must
ultimately be paid back. Therefore, monies borrowed should generate additional income
through which to retire this new debt. I might note; however, less experienced financial
professionals will encourage the medical practice to “cut payroll” when that is impractical. The
best way to analyze this is to open other options that will create revenue from the “present
assets on-site” – this, coming from an experienced healthcare lender.
Not knowing all funding options to maximize the asset base that you’ve worked so hard to build
could cause lingering debt – the goal is to retire the debt at the same time your growing your
business. It is amazing that most practices only utilize 60% of their total assets* for revenue
generation. In addition to other ratios (dealt with elsewhere herein), it’s imperative to review
“return on total assets.” If this falls short of the regional average, an analysis should be
performed which your financial professional should help you with. An example of the asset
utilization deficiency would be where the providers refer out for diagnostic testing when a great
number of these can be performed in the office by contract professionals who specialize in the
specific diagnostic. Depending on the diagnostic, the provider could be giving away as much as
$5,000 per patient.

3. Failure to do the math
Building on the above point, you must consider the benefits of any
new equipment, whether a machine in your office or your EHR, to
assure that its benefits have a plan of liquidation for loan funds
necessary to acquire the product. I might add, you cannot take
the word of the vendor but instead must seek help from your
financial professional to get comparison figures. These units both
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present and forecasted must be inserted into the “real time” budget mentioned above.
Moreover, many of these loan products are “credit score driven” which only consider your store
credit performance, they do not help you with your ability to retire and service the debt.
It's all in the paperwork! Given the flexible budget developed by your financial professional,
you’ll want to create analytics whereby the professional will utilize financial and predictive
modeling to assure the success of your operational plan.

4. Failure to know their available financial options
Knowing what each “supplier of capital” in the marketplace offers,
how the program works and what is necessary to obtain such
funding is the job of your financial professional. Decades of
knowledge have taught us the fastest route to your desired goals.
It is like knowing your patient’s best treatment options better than
them they do.
Each commercial bank has different loan policies and loan products. In addition to that, there
are many nontraditional lenders that can do a much better job of facilitating your borrowing
needs. An intimate knowledge of financial products will ultimately benefit you for stability and
growth.

5. Failure to properly prepare your borrowing paperwork
There are two sets of paperwork, the application and the loan
closing. Respectively, you do not want to pay for a business
valuation* twice and you don’t want to sign closing papers that
“over-obligate” you for which banks are favorite. For example, if
a physician leaves a practice, that doctor should make sure he or
she will not be liable if the practice defaults on a loan. Most lenders require a personal guarantee
for a small practice loan, so physicians should be prepared for that. But they also need to protect
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themselves if the practice is restructured or one or more partners leave. Financial lending
professionals such as Grice, Pope and Associates will advise you as to exit clauses, exculpations,
carve-outs and performance requirements.
Moreover, the applicant wants to assure that the loan is not only approved but under the most
favorable rate and terms. For that reason, one needs to prepare what is called a “loan offering”
and a clear, concise summary, including proforma financials and asset & income summary along
with budget and forecasts which brings us back to the “real time” budget and utilization of all
options available to you.
Most importantly, one must leverage your present assets, minimally striving for a 90% utilization
ratio. This will be concluded by carefully reviewing the above. For further questions and/or
educational events, please contact me at:

Charles Pope, MBA
Certified Commercial Lender #1248
Grice, Pope & Associates, Inc.
www.gp-assoc.com
charles.h.pope@gp-assoc.com
(877) 2GP-ASSOC

* Note: Valuation of a Medical Practice Business is not traditional in that there are many other
considerations than the income approach of cost replacement approach. There are intangibles
such as patient base, patient demographics, payer mix, hospital relationship, etc.
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